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About This Game

THIS GAME IS EARLY ACCESS ALPHA. PLEASE DO NOT PURCHASE IT UNLESS YOU WANT TO ACTIVELY
SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT.

Keep in mind that a Steam Early Access game is not completely finished, polished or fully optimized.

New Dawn is a survival sandbox open-world multiplayer game set on an island during the golden age of piracy

Vicious pirates land on an unknown South American island, wreaking havoc everywhere.These seamen are brutal and pitiless.
Fighting them off will be no easy feat! A new dawn will rise for the island inhabitants.The peaceful life they have led until now
will be no more. They will have to do everything in their power to remain undetected and to survive.But every cloud has a silver

lining... The island inhabitants will discover new building techniques, weapons, and other tools useful for survival and
protection.

The main character is an island native who builds villages, uses natural resources in his quest for survival, and learns how to
defend himself from the attacks of the pirates who have landed on the island looking for riches.

Features Game in Early Access

Customization - Male and Female
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There will be a chance to personalize your character by choosing the different types

Map Size

18.0 mi² (49 km²)

Combat System

3 directions for attacking and defending: High, Middle, Low

Totem

A totem depicts a natural or supernatural entity. It is considered a revered symbol of the tribe. Claim the land and build your
very own tribe.

The person who builds the totem becomes the Tribe Chief. Inspecting a totem will reveal the Tribe Name, Tribe Chief,
Alliances, Tribe Members, as well as Players and NPCs killed by the tribe. All members of the tribe can trade with the allied

tribes by using the totem

Tree Climbing

Climb trees to conceal yourself and observe enemies (The climb is working only on some trees)

Pirate Village

Raid pirate villages and camps on the island for rich loot

NPCs

Fighting off pirates will prove to be a challenge! They will find out where you’re hiding and go looking for you

Different Structures to Build

These include a pit house, a hogan, a teepee, and many more

Book Building

An architecture book that explains the construction process of complex structures from different materials (wood, stone,
igneous rock) and with different levels of defense
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Slavery System

Capture pirates and make them your slaves. Slaves guard and defend the base they are stationed to, but don’t forget to equip
them

Different Biomes

Explore forests, jungles, beaches, caves, and valleys. Decide where you want to build your village

Nearby Islands

Explore the small islands located nearby

Day-Night Cycle

Protect yourself from the cold of the night and rain in order not to contract an illness

Hunting

Different kinds of animals inhabit the island. They are extremely aggressive and agile, so hunting them down isn’t going to be
easy

Traps

Defend your village and hunt for animals using different kinds of traps

Mineral Resources

Different kinds of resources for building structures and villages, as well as for crafting tools and weapons

Herbalism

Use herbs to cure diseases, treat wounds, or poison your enemies

Tools

Craft tools to help you procure resources faster
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Equipment

Craft different clothing items to protect yourself against

The Future Development Goals

Map Size

21.6 mi² (56 km²)

Alliances

Tribe Chiefs can arrange meetings with each other and form alliances between their tribes

Wrecks

Plenty of wreck sites to explore and loot

Fishing

Fish using a spear or special kinds of traps

Cattle Paddocks

Build paddocks for breeding domesticated animals. Every animal type has its own paddock

Agriculture

Plant different kinds of vegetable gardens that will prove essential for your survival

Vehicles

Find carriage parts that have been left by pirates and look for instructions on how to build and repair these wheeled vehicles

Mount
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Catch a wild horse and domesticate it

Barter

Barter with other tribes to get items necessary for your survival

We are an indie company and we want you - our community - to help us with ideas and development to follow your wishes and
imagination about New Dawn.

Good spirits be with you
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Title: New Dawn
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
e-visualsoft
Publisher:
e-visualsoft
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400/AMD FX-8320 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 670 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or better

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires broadband internet connection for multiplayer

English
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For a game in Development , I am very impressed! its got all the workings for a really addictive survival game. Iv already
tinkered for hours and I love it! Its also great to see active updates and fixes . I cant wait to see more content and updates .
Things I would love to see: more resources harvested per source (trees), a guide for certain objects (like the cage and traps),
more diverse animal life to hunt , domestication of animals and plants? (farming), more character customization, Detailed map
(for resources like water). Obviously the game will see many updates before its final form, but overal its very fun!!!. The
fighting mechanics are bad, the controls are pretty bad.
Gameplay could be worse, but that was on a private server, since no one is playing this game...

Bears spawning behind u, killing u in one slice.
Fighting pirates is just a cakewalk compared to tetris.

Could not use a bow, aim with it or shoot..... This Game is a joke even for early access what ever you do don't buy it, the Devs
have no clue what there doing, It has been out for almost a year now with pretty much all the bugs from when it was released
still in the game and even more to be found . They don't seem to be able to fix anything IE : like the gear you make disappearing
when you log out then back in, the water and food consumption being stupidly bad , Getting stuck in the terrain and having to
Die to get out then loosing all your gear again, yes its early access but hay its been almost a year and these where the same bugs
and more we found in the first few weeks of play, My advise find something else to spend your money on.. Cool unique design
meet wild life and pirates in a survivor game, but wait, you are not a pirate!!
Devs are very active in discord and listen the community, i'm really happy to support this game in early access. Cheap, full of
fun and with big promise!. The game introduces some nice and original features, like the climbing system, and it's set in a very
nice and dense environments. The characters and animals are perfectly tailored to fit the location and the historycal period.
The game is still under development, so I'm expecting all the potential issues will be solved very soon.. As of the writing
moment, the game is still in it's infancy. A lot of the basic stuff is in, new content added regularly. Dev's are very responsive on
the Disccord server and they really listen to the users input. If you would like to be there from the start and chip in to a great
game that is arising, do not hesitate. It's super fun and has a bright future ahead!
Play in the role of the native americans as the Pirates start to invade the land. Fight them off and steal their equipment, or even
brainwash and enslave them. Hunt wildlife, gather useful plants, build your base, produce gear... +++
If you would like to be there and see a game solidify and evolve, now is the time to join in!. This is A very well maded game it's
a lot of Fun. There may be some fixs needed but no game stopping bugs.. Still early acess, not much to do YET, but they are
getting there, you can host your own server and thats good. If ur a PVP fan u can create someguilds and go against eachothers,
PVE we have the wild animals and a small camp with pirates!!
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But like i said, it's early acess so!!!!!
Still a nice game!. Unfortunately I cannot recommend this game since there is no support at the forum or any type of
troubleshooting guide, no email support address, and, their website is just an advertsement of the game. Unless you have
Discord installed in your CP, I've found no support at all for my issues. I do not do social medias or use talking applications for
personal reasons.

So far, I don't even know what the Log On screen looks like due to a Fatal Error when trying to launch the game. I've been
digging the forums from other games for similar issues to mine (including Steam support guidelines) and from the game (New
Dawn) itself. Nothing seems to work.

Oh well, pitty and shame at the same time. Be aware of this please!. Bought this game on impulse. Very happy with graphics and
movement. Extremely clean game. Combat is wonky and sometimes you can phase through a bump in the terrain and get stuck.
Overall for the hour I played I am extremely impressed with this release. Compared to Ark: Survival Evolved this game is
beyond ahead of what Ark was when it released as early access. Maybe some more friendly animals to make it more interesting
ie. rabbits, monkeys, whatever would be on an island. If you are a surival game fan pick this game up. It's going places.
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Abandonware. Buy at your own risk. The pieces are in place for an excellent survival game. Combat is very simple and they
need to figure out some systems. Food is your main enemy right now, as it seems to be very hard to find / kill. There is a lot of
things to craft and the environment is hand crafted with nice points of interest. If you enjoy survival games and don't mind
playing an early access game then I recommend supporting them.

If you enjoyed my review please consider following and joining my Steam group
Mature Minded Gamers
We have free game giveaway's every month for all Members, just click Follow and Join!

Here is an hour of game play video if you'd like to see what the game plays like.
Twitch [www.twitch.tv]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6hcRpj6fJ0. I'm really enjoying this game so far and have a server up most days from
6:30am for at least 8 hours.

Considering this game is still in alpha I have been really impressed with the stability of the game since the last patch. The fps
drop that was happening has gone and the saving seems much more reliable now.

The combat system works well although it is a little clunky having to click the mouse wheel to change stance, It's not too bad
once you get used to it.

Content is lacking as is to be expected at this early stage but you can kill pirates, loot villages and craft. The crafting is ok so far
with promise of lots more options in the future. It is a little annoying having to look for a 'Builder Book' before you can start
building an actual modular base.

So far, after 98 hours of gameplay I can say that this game is worth the low price, the roadmap they provide (on their discord)
has shown the potential this game has.. Die and your pack disappears in less than 2 min.. COME ON. Since I had to travel 10
min away just to find an animal. Shoot 5 arrows, need too remove the bugged one that didnt fire, then reload new arrows and the
silent bear kills you before you get out of your pack and back into the fight. BIg foot spawning "every" night just to break down
my door. Takes like 100 wood to cook like 3 pieces of fish or meat. Hunted my first 6 or 7 animals and skinned only 1..the rest
"disappeared" into the ground..waste of a heap of arrows and time. Torches are crap.. need to be a litttle brighter since night is
black as black can be.Shall I go on....needs ALOT of work and reworking. Has potential but Needs help.. So, this game is
different enough and is enjoyable.

I left a negative review in the a few days back because after around 6 hours playtime the game stopped working. I submitted a
big report and and the Devs did their best to help, though at the time we couldn't get the game to work again. So I left the
discord and wrote a review(Dev responce on 3 Oct is a reply to said review) about my experiance with New Dawn. Fun, but I
had problems with my system, A system that can play Arma 3, DCS, Elite: Dangerious and Monster Hunter: World.

Today a patch dropped and my game is working again! WOOT, I jump back on the discord and ping the Devs saying the patch
fixed my game works and thanks! The reply I get is "Thank you for the negative comment" Well..ok, I can leave it negative if
you like.

UPDATE: 7 October 2018
I launch the game and it hangs at a black screen, rebooting, reinstalling, varifying game cache, does not seem to get the game to
work. So if you are like me and have an 'older' system don't bother with this game as the devs cant help because they "can not
solve problems that do not depend on the game." This was the same issue that I originally had that the patch fixed. Nothing on
my system has changed.

Yes the game is fun, but it has issues older systems

Patch V 0.1.5.1:

Fixed tombstone. Now it is possible to loot the tombstone
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Animals less aggressive

Fixed key sprint

Added more rocks in river which should help players to get back on land more easily

Fixed next environment bugs and collision problems

We are working non-stop to solve the problem of storage and invisible weapons

Good spirits be with you. Patch V 0.1.2:

Fixed water filtration (interact "E")

Bed sleep changed interact "E"

Control setting keyboard: changed in Main Menù and In-Game; added "Load default value"

Intro volume decreased

Patch V 0.1.3 will be launched Monday 17/09. Preview Patch V 0.1.6.5 Coming Soon:
Augh everyone, the patch will be available next week.

Trap. Patch V 0.1.4:

Added the possibility to split the bottles

Added cooking progress icons

Improved cooking system: better wood consumption

Fixed hats and headgear

Added different color for pirate villages markers

Added server name in Game Menù

Fixed hair, pants and shoes when switch in first person

Added the sleeping function for multiplayer. When the client logout, the player character sleeps on the ground until next
login

Now Bigfoot does’attack the structures

Improved light and shadows. New filters for the player camera

Now you can’t use weapons during swim

Fixed minor bugs: improved performance
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. Patch v 0.1.5 Official Servers Now Available:
Augh everyone, we are pleased to announce that New Dawn Official Servers are now available. We are still working to solve
some problems, please be patient. Pve server will be added soon. Each continent will have 4 Official Servers.

Server List. Work in progress development #2:
Augh everyone, here we are with our new update of what's in the works!

These listed functions will be added gradually in the weekly patches

Breeding. LIve on Twitch New Dawn:
Live gameplay to be streamed on Twitch Tuesday (04/09)

Tuesday (04/09) 7PM until 11PM CST(-6GMT)

www.twitch.tv/originallorddrow
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